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Relief from flying phobias
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– heading off on one of many trips
after overcoming her fear.
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While domestic travel was more
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When statistically flying is one of the
safest modes of transport, why is the fear
of flying so pervasive?
For Denise, it involved a panic attack in
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– Karen Ross / Charlotte Hinksman

Meantime, the former Westin in Auckland

short-term energy necessary to fight the

References:

has been re-launched as a Sofitel. The hotel

threat or run away.

l Karen Ross, coach, trainer and speaker –
www.freshwaysforward.co.nz
l Charlotte Hinksman, therapist, coach and
trainer – www.charlottehinksman.com
l New Zealand Association of Neuro Linguistic
Programming – www.nzanlp.org.nz

has been effectively “in limbo” since

In modern conventional living there are
fewer real life-threats and yet the
programme still runs in repetitive attempts

Starwood departed at the end of July 2011.
Hotel managers Accor expect to have an
official launch of the hotel in mid-April.
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